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Topic Soundtracks Variation Form Performance project and Transition work.

Areas of curriculum 
covered

To give pupils the experience of being “film 
soundtrack composers” through exploring the 
challenges and musical devices used in film 
soundtrack composition. The unit focuses on 
three genres of film soundtrack: Action/Thriller 
Soundtracks, ‘Western’ Soundtracks and 
“Horror Movie” Soundtracks

Pupils compose their own soundtrack to a 
James Bond film trailer learning how film 
composers use “Cue sheets” to create music to 
fit with exact timings.

 
To explore different musical ways in which a 
theme can be varied and developed, using the 
elements of music and exploring changes in 
tonality and rhythm. Pupils also explore how 
composers have used variation form in a 
selection of music from different times and 
places. They learn about the concept of Ground 
Bass, as a type of Variation Form, performing 
sections of Pachelbel’s “Canon” and composing 
their own Ground Bass Variations before 
looking at how Ground Bass has been used in 
popular songs.

To explore methods of creating lyrics over 
given chord structures and ways of further 
developing chords sequences using the Circle 
of Fifths. Pupils will work with these ideas, 
either individually or in small groups, to 
compose lyrics, chord sequences, and 
ultimately their own song which they will 
perform.
Pupils work on basic musical knowledge skills, 
keyboard and performance skills to ensure 
pupils are high school ready.  Pupils will learn 
to play melodies on the keyboard while 
extending their knowledge of stave notation 
(treble and bass clefs) and learn how to create 
a chord using a given formula.  
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Please be aware that each class is unique and although the above planning will be followed as close as possible, at times, and with individual classes, we may deliver 
deeper, extended learning into a topic, move faster to another topic or go slower to make sure we have clarified learning. If you are in any doubt or have any specific 
questions about this subject please contact the subject coordinator:    Mrs Wood


